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Agenda & Context

Today I aim to highlight the following:

• Need for clear definition of appropriate growth.
– Consider the impact of high density developments in side streets.
– Understand growth expectations for 2030.

• Recommend Controls that do not expect & allow future 
damage. 

• Recommend Controls that can be enforced & address 
the need for removal of all ambiguity.

This presentation and referenced material is provided electronically on a USB 
memory stick for your reference. 
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Support
I support several others in their submissions to the C96 IPP, and will 

not duplicate their submissions. Specifically these submissions:

• Warren Welsh: Definition & distinction between sites above and 
below 1800m2.

• Susan Howard: Side streets, and particularly courts and Cul-de-sac 
need special consideration.

• John Patazopoulus: Street Traffic and Parking
• Frank Falconer: Internal parking compliance.
• Edwin O’Flyn: Community support and use of discretionary powers.

Further more I present this information in layman terms, with the 
expectation that the IPP will use their experience to formulate this 
information into appropriate regulations.
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Manningham Residential Strategy, DD08 
and Clause 21.05 Review,  – prior to IPP

I refer the IPP to the RAIDID submissions to the DDO8 and Clause
21.05 (May 2012) and the officers report to our suggested updates. 

We believe that our suggestions are well founded, and were given
much consideration, even though some items were dismissed by the
officers, and others were positively acknowledged.

The documents I submit for this purpose are as follows:
– RAIDID suggested changes_21_05MSS.pdf
– RAIDID suggested changes_DDO8.pdf

These files show the color coded edits, as when as the hand written 
reference numbers that tie back to the officers response in the file:
– Response to RAIDID_changes to DDO8_Clause 2105.pdf

These documents were our combined effort to technically write the 
regulations without ambiguity, and with resident considerate controls.

Electronic copies are on the provided USB memory stick.
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C96 Good & Bad Overview.
I met with with Teresa Dominic ( acting Planning Director,) and Lydia Wilson (CEO,) 22/3/2012 to discuss our submission to the council & councilors the 

Tuesday Prior. At that meeting, Teresa was explaining to me how the regulations couldn't be so descriptive / tight because last time they tried (2005), the 
State Gov over-ruled and removed it all. At this point Lydia instructed Teresa to be specific, remove the ambiguity, and have that fight with the State Gov, 
to support the residents…

We have since been provided copies of the 2005 “C50” before and after state Gov, and have had confirmation by council that the State Gov,  did not actually 
write or change anything on that document…

The specific item we were using as the example at the time was the inclusion of a “2 storey limit” on sites under 1800 m2, rather than just a height limit of 9 
meters.

( Above 1800m2 was stated as “3 storeys & 10/11 meters, so you should be able to include both storey limit and height limit on sites below 1800m2.) 

WEAK Statements – I might be misreading their intent, but then that just proves they are ambiguous…
• Several of the changes incorporated seemed to just allow the Planning dept to explain their wants, rather than accommodate residents’ views.
• 1 a) Section 3 Strategic Framework
• At a broader level provide a clearer explanation as to the range of housing types that constitute diverse housing….
• (D) Endorse the development of a communication Plan that focuses on explaining current trends ….
• Wrong Focus- We are pushing for: Tell the residents what zones they are in, and the impact, and warning them about development proposals. This 

sounds more like explaining the reasons why Planning dept are promoting growth. We do want explanations, detailing what the regulations allow, not why 
we should accept them.

GOOD Inclusions In particular the following statements were good & an improvement.
• 1(c) Include a new section titled ‘Definitions’ to explain the different dwelling types and other planning definitions to give greater clarity to outcomes 

being sought
• 2a) Municipal Strategic Statement – Clause 21.05 Residential
• Clause 21.05 is to be further reviewed to ensure that the language clearly explains the distinction between the built form outcomes sought between 

the different sub-precincts, especially with respect to the intent of tightening the current DDO8 controls.
• 2b) Schedule 8 to the Design and Development Overlay – DDO8
• The use of enforcing mandatory controls to achieve certainty within sub-precinct A for maximum building height and minimum lot size and within sub-

precinct B for maximum building height, with the aim of providing greater distinction between the built form outcomes sought between the different sub-
precincts. In addition, review the objectives and strategies to reinforce the intent of the built form outcomes and ensure greater certainty and removing 
ambiguity. This is especially for situations when mandatory lot size requirements cannot be achieved.

But why hide the removal of Ambiguity in amongst all of that? It applies to the whole document.
Also this does not put any suggested boundaries on the outcome, only that it should be clarified. It could be a good outcome, but it could be too late when we 

find out.
For Example: We would like to see something directing that small sites in DD08 Precinct A, and all of Precinct B can only have 2 storey buildings, & 9 meters 

high. Not just say it should be explained.
As such, we all request the Planning Dept. have another, clearer, try at removing ambiguity. Such an important step should stand alone and be strong.
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Appropriate Growth
• A wide rift exists between developers and neighbors as to when a

property becomes overbearing. 
– Residents expect non-intrusive neighbors, 
– developers expect maximum return, within the boundaries. 
– So how do we get these two closer, and have less disputes?

• Further more the council promotes growth to meet the governments
Anticipated future municipality size.
– Consider the impact of high density developments in side 

streets.
– Understand growth needs for 2030.

But how much is enough, can it be spread,  and surely it should be 
clearly stated in the regulations.
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RAIDID on Growth

• We are a group of Doncaster & Manningham residents

• We are not against development.

• We are against Over development.

• We realise that Council didn’t create all of the zone rules

• We realise Council chose the streets for these planning zones, and have to use 
these controls to police developments.
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Reality: What does 38 Apartments next door look like?
(Triple Block.)

17 / 08 / 2011 8
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Reality: What does 30 Apartments next door look like?    
(Double Block)

17 / 08 / 2011
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2-6 Thiele st, Doncaster Key Issues
1. This was proposed in a Side Street. (Started as 55 apartments, dropped to 50, and went to VCAT .
2. Zoning only encourages up to three Storeys, not Four.
3. The building height is an issue.
- This is DD08 Precinct A zone, on a large site, with a slope allows 11 meters height, and it is beyond that in some places.
- What makes this worse is that is over limit AFTER sinking the Ground floor below natural ground level. 
- The ground floor is nearly completely under natural ground level at top south end of Thiele St. ( note the “Garden 
Courtyards” also sunken extensively.)

At this point the building height is 12.45mtrs (grnd floor to Roof.) (Roof 117.20 to floor of 1stfloor 107.75 + Ground floor 
of 3 meters.)
4. The building is Overbearing, and too large for the site, particularly to those on the East & South 
- To the East are single storey homes, some with single Dwelling restrictive covenants, so they will never be built as large.
- To the South (down hill side) is a single storey home ( No8,) then a townhouse pair.
5. Street Parking all around the site is already full much of the time since the Arcadia Apartments opposite were 
tenanted. No room for another 55.
6. Loss of Privacy, Excessive Overshadowing
7. Excessive Traffic, increased danger to school pedestrian traffic. (Effectively making a cross road with Curlew court, 
and school traffic.)
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Density & Sustainable Planning

•Characteristics of the locality

•Parking and Traffic

•Sample Development area

•Density Outcome – apartments

•Density Outcome – Town houses

•Published Density Targets
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Australian Bureau of Statistics on Doncaster Vic.
•Less than 2% of dwellings have no cars

•80-83 % of people travel to work by Car

RP Data Demographics also show the following quantifying information.

• 91% of Households have more than one car, likely when 59% of homes 
are couples, and 10% are shared households.

• Over 77% of people drive to work. (Poor Public transport.)
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Excess Parking +55 cars = Traffic Jam

Bus stopped here approx every 
10 minutes in peak hours.

Instigates an exit blockage.

Lots of Student 
pedestrian traffic

SCHOOL

30
50

20 + 15 + 20 Cars shown, overflow 
of on site parking before visitors.

Two existing resident cars shown !

As this example shows, the intended use of public parking for each 
individual development is over bearing, and unsustainable.
The traffic will be hell for everyone, and dangerous for pedestrians. 

2013-02

38
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What is the point ?
If council allows builders to squeeze the maximum on each site in DD08, there will 
be major impact on traffic, parking and neighborhood character.

The example shown is not extreme, nor is it the maximum density possible in DD08

The area in this example has heavy school traffic, both car & pedestrian into primary and 
secondary schools.

It currently has Doncaster Road (70km/h) entering into Thiele (50km), with parking both sides, 
leaving one lane for both-way traffic over 150m. 

It has Bus stop exit blockage & it has already created many dangerous situations.

The area shown is one of many DD08 zones in Manningham. 6,080 DD08 sites

When council zoned areas as DD08, they must have made allowances as to the 
total density wanted, and the maximum density sustainable.

What is acceptable, in a closed court ?  Surely not 500% of it’s original design. 

Please insist, legislate,  that developments are restricted to their share, of the 
total street Livable capacity.
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DD08 zones are being heavily promoted as High Density.
Older homes targeted to be replaced by multi-storey apartments.

38

Total homes June 2011 is 102
(Curlew, Kalimna, Ibis, Zander, & Thiele to 11a)

Homes 30- 50 yrs old.

(developer targets.)

Safe: under 30yrs old

24 homes

13 homes

7
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DD08 zones allow 8 Appt’ on one block, 30 on two, 38-50 on 3 blocks. 
Density after older homes replaced by multi-storey apartments.

38
Total homes 

2013 is 102, 

2025 est 481 
(Curlew, Kalimna, Ibis, Zander, & Thiele to 11a)

Apartments  

over next 17yrs?

Existing under 30yrs old

24 to 93

13 to 162

7
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8
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20
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1 1

472% 
Increase   + 
Traffic,Parking

Curlew: develop 30%,  
387% increase.

Kalimna Develop 100%, 
1246% increase.

5
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What if these developments were townhouses ?
2 or 3 per block instead of 8 or 15

38

Potential homes by 2025 est 147
(Curlew, Kalimna, Ibis, Zander, & Thiele to 11a)  144% (Target 150%)

New TownHouses.
(Replaces 30yr old houses)

Safe: under 30yrs old

32 homes 

25 homes

13
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DO WE NEED ANY HIGH DENISTY IN 
SIDE STREETS AND COURTS ?

One in three DD08 sites developed as Town Houses will deliver all the Growth !

1 in 3 as town houses, to accommodate all the Growth needed is (=E/F)

33% Therefore the number of DD08 sites that need to be developed 

6000F. Total DD08 sites in 2012, before plans above. 

2000 E. Sites needed, to build on for all remaining Dev. needs (=C/D)

150%D Additional Growth achieved per site

-100%Less Original home from each block

250%(2-3 residences per original block) 

D. Site Density when developed as Town houses

3000C. Remaining dwellings needed (=B-A) 

9000B. Total dwellings needed for planned growth to 2030 in DD08 (2012 Residential Strategy)

6000 A.  Total Existing dwellings in DD08– from Council
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Growth, Target, Spare

402001440%43200DD08 built as apartments (13 per block)

2400180%5400DD08 built as town houses (2-3 per block)

100%3000Required Growth in DD08

Excess 
homes

Target 
AchievementQuantityGrowth Achievement versus Building Style

3600Allow 60% of total as available for development (over 30 years old)

6000Total sites in DD08

Developers are currently aiming for maximum per block.
Planning rules Don't allow council to restrict any lower.

Growth Achievement versus Building style

3000

5400

43200

0 5000 10000 15000 20000 25000 30000 35000 40000 45000 50000

Required Growth in DD08

DD08 built as town houses (2-3 per
block)

DD08 built as apartments (13 per
block)
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Dwellings

In fact you would only need 250 Blocks (4% of DD08) built as apartments to deliver all growth
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Growth, 2 homes become 3, NOT 30, to get the job done.

In the 2012 Residential Strategy, the targeted growth, in existing DD08 areas, is to take the existing 
6000 homes to 9000 homes by 2030

= 150 % Growth

• It can be TOTALLY achieved by one in four sites developed into three residences.
• Or to put it simply: 4 homes become 6, across D008 targeted higher density zones, & the Job is done !
• So we still won’t need any high rises in side streets like Curlew Court. And we still have 12 years to do it.
• Imagine instead of the planned high rise 30 apartments in a small Court, we could do our share as follows:
• Develop 1 in 6 of the original homes, into 3 town houses. Or
• Develop every second of the original homes, into two homes.
• Thinking about it, thirty apartments on two blocks means there is the development share covered for a further 54 blocks !
• – Will council encourage developers to lay off the adjacent 54 blocks ? [ Think sustainability ]

• From Pg 7 of 23 of the Manningham draft Residential strategy. ( now the 2012 Residential strategy.)
• DD08 Residences in 2010 is 6000, by 2030 is to be 9000 = 3000 new residences
• Allowing 3 residences per site (increase of 2,) which equates to 1500 sites of the existing 6000, or 25%
• Certainly not the 1,500% being encouraged at present…

1 in 254%25013average apartment yield

1in425%15003if done by townhouse 

1in2 50%30002if done by townhouse 

% of DD08 sites
Dev sites 

neededPer Site Ave

extra homes 3000New residences in DD08 by 20252012 Residential strategy.

sites total currently6000DD08 currentlyCouncil published growth expectations 
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Growth Summary

• There is no justification for main road precinct higher than current DD08.
• Many Main Rd Precinct sites are adjoining Res3 sites, and worse still on the high side 

of them.  Eg Manningham rd. 
• Every Apartment building will be excessively overbearing to the Res 3 sites.
• The Adjoining Res 3 residents were not notified of the C96 amendment, as the Planning Dept 

Manager Teresa Dominic put it “they would be confused.” ( if we sent them a letter.) 

• There is no need for high rise apartment style buildings in side streets.

• If the growth is spread across the DD08 zones it is easily accommodated, and 
the impact of the intensity is like wise spread. Examples are parking, and traffic.
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Survey says over 50’s want to move 
into an apartment

…There is a strong preference for respondents to remain in their current home with 70% noting that 
they did not intend to move in the future (over the next 20 years)….

…In terms of future dwelling types, 59% of respondents who intended to move state they would prefer 
a detached house. This share is significantly lower than the existing percentage of detached 
housing which is around 84%... 

So 59% of the 30% intending to move (+ those wanting to stay 70%) was reported as being 
significantly less than the existing 84% detached dwellings in the council.

(Pg 8 of 23 draft residential strategy Sept 2011)

One major justification for the high density plans was a flawed and misleading question in 
the Macroplan pre-residential strategy survey.

• Survey Question (close to this example – unable to find exact wording at time of writing.)

When choosing your next residence would you:
a) Prefer to live close to public transport, shops, &  amenities in an apartment, or
b) Prefer to live in a house away from shops amenities and public transport
There was no option to choose “I live in a house close to…. And want to stay”

The survey concluded most people want to move into apartments once they are over 50. I am yet to find one. When I 
turn 50 I’ll still have two kids at school, and living with me. I do expect in Doncaster they will also get cars, 
making us a four car household…
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Landscaping
Controls that do not expect and allow future damage.

At the VCAT case for 5-7 Curlew Court Doncaster one of the few things we all agreed upon was the need to have 
plenty of landscaping to screen the bulk of the building – albeit it would take several years for the trees to have 
any significant impact.

• There was a lot of argument between the developers Landscape expert and myself about how much soil was 
needed to support many 8 mtr high, 6 mtr wide trees. (Trees only grow in the top 600mm of soil.) And in the end, it 
came down to the landscaper stating the trees will find their soil by going into neighbors sites, including under 
driveways and paved  / concreted courtyards.

•
• When I suggested that would almost certainly damage the drive after some years, the VCAT member said if that 

happened it would be a civil law case and dealt with then!

• Surely if the expert has just stated the trees will need to grow under the drive, and we all agree that will damage 
the drive, then the correct stance would be “STOP – do not let this occur…”

• As such I propose the regulations include controls that state: On site landscaping must have sufficient soil to 
flourish on the site and neighbors sites be protected by root barriers within the canopy area of that vegetation.

• There are published documents describing how to calculate soil needs which I can provide if of value – maybe 
referenced in the regulations for consistency .

• I recommend and reference: Banyule City Council, Tree Planting Zone Guidelines, January 2011.
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Removal of all ambiguity
• The need for removal of all ambiguity is key to making controls that can be enforced.
• As discussed by Warren Welsh in his submission there are many sections of the C96 using words like encourage, 

should, etc, rather than must, is limited to etc.
• At the 5-7 Curlew court VCAT case there was long drawn out argument around whether a site under 1800m2 

could have three stories built on it.
• The sentence in DD08 said; above 1800m2 10-11mtr / 3 stories high, but only stated 9-10m high  below 1800m2, 

where it is still possible to get 3 stories as in 5-7 Curlew court – effectively no different, particularly to a neighbor.
– 21.05 Page 3 of 17

In C50 it was stated as 
Pg2 letter to affected parties.

– In these areas, three-storey developments are encouraged on sites with a minimum area of 2,000m2, which generally equates to three 
residential lots. If a minimum area of 2,000m2 cannot be achieved, Council would consider an application for a multi-unit development with a 
maximum of two storeys.

C50 FAQ
– 4. Will our residential areas be protected from high-rise development? 
– Yes. Currently Council does not have height controls, except in the Doncaster Hill Activity Centre. Presently, a developer could lodge an 

application to construct a multi-level apartment block, of three or more storeys on any block of land in a residential area. 
– Amendment C50 proposes to introduce a maximum height control of 9 metres (that cannot be varied) over the majority of the area affected by 

the Amendment. In areas around Activity Centres and along Main Roads, three-storey development up to a maximum of 11 metres can only 
be considered if it is proposed on a consolidated lot of 2,000m2 or more, which equates to three (3) average sized residential lots. 

– It should be noted that under Res Code there is no minimum lot size required for multi-level development, including three-storey development. 
Consequently, the amendment proposes stricter controls than Res Code in this regard. If an area of 2,000m2 cannot be achieved, then only 
developments with a maximum height of nine (9) metres will be considered. 
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Notification

• Tell all those affected, including those adjacent to zone changes, and neighbors that have to drive 
through side streets that have significant proposals – not just he adjoining neighbors.

• Little development signs are easily missed behind parked cars, and often placed during holidays 
like New years while many residents are away.

• Give residents time to consider, consult, action, and feedback to councilors.
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Conclusions & What Next…
From today, I hope you can see that the following key points:
1. Current Planning regulations promote excessive development.
2. Current planning direction will cause Traffic KAOS, and loss of amenity.

3. 2030 Growth can be achieved without high density in side streets.

• Define zoning to meet growth, not explode growth.

• Have a plan for infrastructure like traffic and parking before promoting higher density.

• Change how council notifies residents – use terms that convey the full impact.

• Give the community a way to defend their amenity.

This Amendment C96 needs to reflect the words of Planning Minister Matthew Guy: “the view that 
greater density can happen anywhere is not one that I subscribe to. We want to get away 
from days where people living in little courts, or quiet streets, wake up and find 50 
apartments are going to be built where one house was”.

Thank you. Any Questions ?


